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"The nationwide bestselling writer of ?blazingly hot? (Sensual Romance Reviews) novels
increases the temperature much more with 3 all-new tales of hot suspense Renee used to be
the homecoming queen with the fitting boyfriend and definitely the right life. Lacey was once the
golden lady with the intense future. And Sherra continuously appeared like the princess in a
fairy tale. the 3 women each one appeared charmed?until one tragic evening shattered their
hopes for normalcy. Now, fifteen years later, the ladies are returning to their native land of
Madison, Ohio, the place 3 males watch for them?each harmful in his personal way. And while
Chains all of the girls succumb to desire, they could additionally locate the security they?ve
been looking for."
Rating: 4.5 / 5This e-book was once precisely the type of erotic romance that I like. rather than
being a cover-to-cover intercourse fest, Chains it had Chains a plot, personality emotions,
besides the steaming scorching sex. the ideal combo, in my opinion.Summary:This ebook is
admittedly made of 3 novellas that each one care for an identical suspense plot (so you should
learn all 3, in order). the root of the tale is that fifteen years ago, 3 teenage ladies (Renee,
Lacey and Sherra) the place all at a party. the women were not friends, but additionally were not
enemies. Then Lacey and Renee stumble throughout Sherra being held down and
approximately raped. the 2 ladies cost in and take a look at to assist Sherra, yet throughout the
battle, Sherra is pressured to kill one of many boys who used to be making plans to rape her.It's
an evening that eternally replaced there lives. Renee has needed to confront her lack of ability
to assert "no" to her mother and discover ways to make judgements for herself. Lacey has spent
the final fifteen years feeling like anything is lacking in her life, and now her paintings is ache as
a result of it. And Sherra hides herself away, hardly interacting with others, and writing
grueseome horror boks.Now all 3 girls are coming again to Madison. yet unfortunately, anyone
has plans to lead them to pay for what occurred fifteen years ago. every one lady should Chains
depend upon Chains a distinct guy to aid her via everything.Review:I beloved this publication a
lot. it really is certainly erotic and sexy, yet there are nice characters, a few stable emotion, and
a plot that works for the story. i have learn such a lot of erotic romance books that experience
no aspect except to have the characters screw like bunnies for 250 pages. these style bore me
to death. yet this publication stored me from web page one.The first tale is the main erotic of the
three, i'd say. It delves into the world of dominance and submission. no longer actual hardcore,
yet sufficient to offer the Chains tale a extra erotic feel. Renee and Deacon have been an ideal
fit for every different and there tale used to be sizzling sizzling HOT!The moment tale has a
extra romantic feel. it has got a really unrequited love topic to it simply because Seth has been
in love with Lacey for so long as he can remember. They shared one sizzling evening jointly and
neither has Chains been capable of fail to remember it. there has been Chains only a very
romantic suppose to there tale and it used to be really candy to learn (and scorching in addition
;)And the 3rd tale is the main emotional of the three. terrible Sherra hasn't been in a position to
recover from virtually being raped that evening and she or he hides herself away. you cannot
support yet consider undesirable for her. Then Dalton comes into her existence and makes her
suppose issues she by no means notion she'd feel. This tale simply had a little a darker, extra

emotional feel.As for the over-arcing suspense plot...it used to be pretty much done. It healthy
the tale completely and gave the e-book a few substance. Walker shocked me with the id of the
undesirable man on the end. I by no means suspected that character.My purely criticism
approximately this booklet used to be that i needed there has been extra interplay among the 3
girls during the stories. They proportion a couple of phrases jointly (having develop into
neighbors after that night) yet they by no means rather attach within the story. just like the
undeniable fact that Renee hooks up with Lacey's ex boyfriend. i needed there to be a few
dialog among the 2 with Lacey asserting like "so you and Deacon, huh?" Then Lacey hooks up
with Sherra's brother they usually do not discuss it. It simply made the characters (the 3 women)
believe very disconnected from one another.But at the whole, i actually loved this ebook and am
happy that I picked it up. if you are one that likes erotic romances that experience extra tale
than sex, than this is often one to offer a try.WARNING, this publication contains: particular
intercourse and language, oral sex, anal sex/ass play, light-to-moderate dominance/submission,
mild bondage, a little public sex, and flashback scenes concerning tried rape and self-defense
murder.
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